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Dear Customers,

Thank you for choosing HZZL-3 automatic tension tester.

We hope that this tester will make your work easier and more

pleasant, letting you enjoy office automation during test

analysis.

Please read this User Manual before using the tester, and

follow the instructions to operate and maintain it for

prolonging its service life.

The instrument is characterized by “Performing the test

automatically by a slight click only”.

If you are satisfied with our product, please introduce to

other users. Any other problems in using this equipment, please

phone us .We are always at your service for giving you every

satisfaction.
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Chapter1 Introduction

Intermolecular Forces formed liquid surface tension.Numbers

of tension reflect on liquid sample’s physics and chemical

properties, it is one of the most important index to product

quality. HZZL-3 automatic tension tester apply to GB/T6541,it

can test kinds of liquid surface tension and boundary surface

tesion.this method sample and accuracy,so it’s used widely.

Chapter2 Function
◆ It used electromagnetic force -balance-type transducer,

improving the accuracy of the measurement

◆Demarcated one point and you can adjust the instrument, and

it's very convenient.

◆The instrument can show current weight values and tesion

Equivalence

◆The instrument can revise the test result Automatly

◆Used high-quality screen,the life of screen extended

◆The instrument can storage 255 records

◆The instrument has a mini- printer,you can print the test

result any time.

◆The instrument has RS232 interface equipment,it can

connect to computer,and it convenient for data processing.
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Chapter3 Specifications

Measuring range：0-200mN/m

Accuracy：0.1%( test result)±0.1 mN/m

Precisio： 0.1mN/m

Sensibili： 0.1mN/m

Mains voltage： AC220V±20% 50HZ±10%

Maximum power dissipation：20W

Suit ambient temperature： 10～30℃ (25℃ the best)

Suit ambient humidity： ≤85% RH

Overall dimensions： 200×300×330(mm)

Weight：6kg

Chapter4 Instrumenti Structure

front view back view
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（1） Under-chassis （6）Pt circle

（2） Button （7）RS232 interface

（3） Screen （8）Electrical source

（4） Testboard (9) Fuse

（5） Sample container (10) Switch

Put the instrument in a smooth table. regulate the

under-chassis to make the instrument in a horizontal position.

The instrument can not put in a electromagnetic

environment.when you are testing a sample,make sure that no

wind blow to Pt circle,and make sure the instrument do not

shake at all.

Chapter5 work Principle
When pull Pt circle out of liquid sample, electromagnetic

force -Balance Transducer will detect the maximum pulling

force of Pt circle,and the force can turn to tension value with

formula as follows:

M=mg/2L L= Pt circle’s circumference

The test value will effect by many factor:

(1) Pt circle’s average radius and the Pt wire’s radius

(2) Liquid sample and other medium’s density contrast

(3) Liquid sample’s purity
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(4) Ambient temperature

Chapter6 Instructions
1 ThemePowerUpImage

Connect the power wire,open power switch,then you will enter

ThemePowerUpImage.

： enter parameter setting window

： enter weight calibration window

： enter water calibration window

： enter sample determination

： record

2 Parameter establishment window

Heavy liquid density
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3Weight calibration interface window

This operation have a great influence on the accuracy,so you

must be care about it.

(1) Keep the instrument horizontality and keep the Pt ring

clean, until the number changed slowly,press the “zero”button.

(2) Put the 2g weight on the Pt ring,until the number changed

slowly,press “calib”button.

4 Pure water calibration window

The pure water calibration is a method to check the instrument

accurately or not.(while the temperature is 25degree,the

surface tension is about 71 mN/m -72 mN/m)

Press the “up”or “down”button to regulate the testboard,then

put test container on testboard.
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Press “start”button,the testboard will rise,then the Pure water

calibration begin.

After 30 seconds,the testboard will go down.

Test is over,you get the test result.

Press the “redo”button,you will have another test.

Press the “print”button,the test result will print.

5Sample determination window

Press the “up”or “down”button to regulate the testboard,then
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put test container on testboard.

Press “start”button,the testboard will rise,then the Pure water

calibration begin.

Add sample slowly and press “go on”button.,the sample test

begin.(if you want to test the surface tension,just press “go

on”button.)
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After 30 seconds, the testboard will go down slowly

Then,you get the sample tension result.

Press the “redo”button,you will have another test.

Press the “print”button,the test result will print.

6 record window
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Press button,the frontpage show out.

Press button,the nextpage show out

Press button,delete current record,and the frontpage

show out

Press button,print current record.

Every record contain 3 items:

(1) tension result

(2) test date

(3) test time
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Chapter7 points for attention
Keep the Pt ring clean and circularity.clean the Pt ring with

pure water,and burn it in flames,until the ring turn red.

You must be sure that the test container will be clean.if the

test container is dirty,the test result can not be accuratly.you

can use pure water to clean the test container several times

and dry it.

If the instrument crashed violencly,you must be calibrated

again.

If you have any othe questions,you can Contact with us.


